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If children feel isolated in main1st of 12
APOSTLES stream classes: Is it inclusion?
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Peter (10) sits - listless and resigned in the corner of the classroom. Teacher
& parents are at a loss. Performance is
poor, getting worse... At Talenta, Peter
prospers. He is brilliant in maths and
science (language: .), makes friends
and feels ...integrated. Today, he is a
happy and bright kid at high school.

If children are aggressive or depressive, they may lack challenge

Jessica

Jessica (9) settles 2-3 things at a time,
manages her family & helps in the store.
She is vivid and outspoken. Neglected at
school, she becomes a real troublemaker.
Even at Talenta, she is very aggressive &
bites her teacher! Due to the challenge,
she ends up as a happy teenager, as a
star in a movie & as a star at high school.
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The happy bored in mainstream
classes are neglected, too!

Ramon

The start at school has been one big
letdown for Ramon (7). Nevertheless, he
tries to come to terms with it (being 5
years ahead in maths...). But he remains
direct & demanding. In a Talenta course,
he shows his talents. Later, as a Talenta
kid, he really gets going. Now, he will
enter high school 2 years ahead of his pals.
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Being challenged (= adequate provision) is the
right of any child & the raison d‘être of schools!

Only the child‘s feeling can set the standard for
inclusion, not some anonymous school system.
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2nd of 12
APOSTLES

4th of 12
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Maud

Massive problems may root in hidden conflicts (no
challenge). Trace them back & solve them!
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A pest at home,a lamb at school
(or vice versa): Join fragments!

Maud (9) who is heavily underchallenged
at school, has had a good upbringing = a
high risk: She adapts and behaves well in
class, but at home she is a terrible pest.
Yelling & outbursts! The school takes no
action („nice girl“) and blames the parents.
After only 2 weeks at Talenta, Maud‘s
problems are for ever „gone with the wind.“
If you want to understand children at risk, you must
assess the whole situation & life balance.

If a pullout a week doesn`t keep
the doctor away: Take action!

Jasmin (strong verbal talent) runs into conflicts. But her talents are accepted: She is
offered a special gifted lesson a week. Yet,
problems & mobbing go on: Yasmin needs
psychotherapy. As a solution, the school
offers 2 lessons a week. The parents take
action: Talenta. Soon, psychotherapy
is cancelled. But the parents pay for all...

6th of 12
Not only gifted children are at
APOSTLES risk: Their parents often join in

Tina

Gifted provision in weekly rations: That‘s a start.
But thus, you will never feed all gifted children.
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A pampering, overattending, yet autocratic
and dominating mother: gifted Tina suffers
from severe depressions. School denies
professional advice. Last resort : Talenta.
But things do not improve. Only when the
mother concedes therapeutic aid for herself (threat:Tina has to leave Talenta),Tina
slowly recovers and enjoys her talents.
In many cases, lasting solutions call for professional support & changes on the parent side.
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7th of 12
If a child often breaks the rules:
APOSTLES Search for the message!

Nick
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Nick (10), though expelled from school,
goes on starting a fight with everybody at
Talenta. Lying, cheating: He‘ll stop at
nothing. A lout! (What‘s the parents‘ role?)
The clue: tight & strict guidance – but will
it be worth the effort? The demanding
Talenta programme helps. Will he just
adapt ...or really change his behaviour?
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Alex

Don‘t jump to conclusions with troublemakers:
suspend sentence > trace motives > take action.
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Britt
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Without empathy & team spirit,
gifted children remain outcasts

Alex (8) is extremely gifted: he juggles
numbers like 1000000000000000000000 !
Both parents are reasearchers, ignore his
needs. Alex has neither bonds nor selfesteem. He is self-pitying, the victim.
Though supported by his pals and many
social activities, the build-up at Talenta is
too slow: Alex, isolated, fails at high school.
„They‘re special...“: building up social competences is a topic of a high order with the gifted.

If you focus urgent help on low
scores, you ignore crucial needs

Britt is 12 (IQ 140). Her precise speech
‘the carbon 14 method‘ gets a low score:
„not suited for your age.“ Deep frustration!
In a Talenta course, Britt appears highly
motivated & persistent, so she joins. But
she is foreign speaking, poor in reading &
writing, and is dyslexic. After tailor-made
support, she rockets to the top of Talenta.
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Roger

Fair scores & marks may hide severe deficits
with the gifted (2E): Don‘t miss - reveal them!

Frequent use of the gifted as teachers is a waste of time & talent

Roger (9) is a bright kid. His job in class:
assistant teacher (recommended by TV
experts...). But alas, Roger becomes unbearable & stubborn. His scores go down.
He is not interested in pedagogical work,
but is deeply frustrated with the lack of an
adequate challenge for himself. At Talenta,
his aversion to school fades away.
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The gifted as assistant teachers: a viable role, yet
no substitute for the genuine right to learn!

12th of 12
APOSTLES

Even bright minds need clear
structures to grasp for the stars

11th of 12 Ask the pupils for advice, if you
APOSTLES have doubts about your teaching

Rachel
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We prefer inquiring the kids about our methods (orally; questionnaires; 3rd parties).
Example 1: Project: 4 months self-directed
learning. Rachel criticizes and claims that
teachers should expose topics and act as a
spur. Example 2: Kids admit shortcomings
in mutual respect. Example 3: Teachers are
said to be strict, but helpful when asked.

Kurt

Evaluate your teaching firsthand: Go to the roots!
Asking the kids furnishes AAA results.
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Kurt (11) is pampered and overestimated,
though schoolhouse-gifted: IQ 135. Dead
lazy, he calls „boring“ whatever smells of
work. Zero stamina! Talenta warns in plain
English, but the parents allow & forgive all.
Thus, Kurt fails the high school entrance
exams 3 x ! It is not only genius you need,
but solid training and many basics, too...
No progress without stamina & step by step: so-lid
learning & working habits are indispensable.

